
How John Deere 
makes it easy to choose the 
best mowing tractor. 

Although the new 20-hp 420 Lawn and 
i\ Garden Tractor and 17-hp 650 Compact 
Utility Tractor have a lot in common, it's 
not too difficult to choose the one that best 
suits your needs. 

Because as similar as they are in mowing 
capabilities, you'll find they're designed 
quite differently. So choosing between 
them is largely a matter of deciding what 
you need in a tractor. 

If you'd prefer a gasoline engine, choose 
the 420. Or if you're already using diesel 
fuel, you'll probably want the 650. Both 
tractors have fuel-efficient 2-cylinder 
engines. 

For easy operation, the 420 features 
hydrostatic drive. It lets you control travel 
speed and direction with one lever. An 
easy-shifting 8-speed transmission on the 
650 has a built-in shuttle shift. 

Check standard and optional equipment. 
Front and center PTO drives are standard 
on the 420, while a rear 540-rpm PTO is 
standard on the 650. A Category 1 3-point 
hitch is standard on the 650; a Category 0 
3-point hitch is optional on the 420. 

A standard differential lock, optional 
mechanical front-wheel drive and optional 
power steering make the 650 well-suited 
for tough jobs where traction is a problem. 

Standard power steering and a 26-inch 
turning radius give the 420 outstanding 
maneuverability. A standard differential 
lock provides added traction if needed. 

No matter which tractor you choose, 
you'll get John Deere quality and human 
engineering in a compact package. Plus 
a choice of center- and rear-mounted 
mowers and dozens of capacity-matched 
attachments for a variety of jobs. 

For the name of the nearest dealer, or 
free folders on the 420 and 650 Tractors, 
> N call 800447-9126 toll free 

(Illinois 800-322-6796) or write 
John Deere, Dept. 50/67, 

^ Moline,IL 61265. JOHN DEERE 

Nothing Runs Like A Deere' 


